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Section 1

In applied statistics one has to use the same set of data for various
kinds of statistical inferences, to test for various types of relations
between the variables which are suggested eithei: through theoretical
implications or previous experience with similar type of data. Dififerent
such statistical tests are not independent in the probability sense and
the levels of significance for each of them individually do not provide,
for the corresponding amount of protection against spurious inferences.
The idea of protection level was developed by Tukey fors^uch situations.
Ghosh (1955) has introduced the notion of simultaneous level of sig
nificance which denotes the probability of rejecting at least one of the
null hypotheses H^, .... etc. when all of them are in fact true.
This idea corresponds to the idea of the simultaneous confidence interval
estimation of all linear functions of a number of parameters developed
by ScliefTe (1953) and Roy and Bose and (1953). We shall consider here
simultaneous tests of certain linear hypotheses and the related prob
lems of finding simultaneous confidence intervals for groups of para
meters. All these tests are based on the least square estimates of the
corresponding parameters which has the important property of being
quasi-independent as defined by Ghosh (1955). Two tests Ti and T,
of hypotheses Hi and H-i, where and do not involve any common
parameters, are called quasi-independent when in the test, Tj of Hi,
the first and second kinds of error do not involve the parameters of
the hypothesis H.^ and vice versa.

We shall find here simultaneous confidence intervals for different

groups of parameters in a linear set-up and show that they are shorter
than those obtained by Scheffe's method. In many problems such
groups of parameters are naturally occurring iii the problem and does
not put any restriction on the problem. The coiiiputatiojns involved \
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in the use of these methods are also of the same order as in the use of
Scheflfe's method.

: Section 2. Simultaneous Tests of Linear Hypotheses

Consider the linear model

; Eiyi) = aiTj>-i_ r\- ... + (/ == I, .. .,.iV) (2.1)
yi-'bQmg independent normal r.v.'s with unknowii variance o" and
Px-.-Pm unknown parameters, Let rank (04,)= N„ and let .
be estimable linear functions of the parameters pi., .p„ .

= (r= 1, :

such that, the coefficient vectors .. /<„) form a vector space of rank
R Nq. Suppose we are interested in the multiple (linear) hypotheses:

= 0 'TTftj =0

= 0,
1 •

.For the simultaneous test of these 'j' hypotheses we want that
the first-kind of error, i.e., the simultaneous level of significance is < a
and that the test has good properties against certian class of alternatives
which depend on experience and interest of the experimenter.

Let '

.+1

be the best linear estimates of these parameters obtained by the method
of least squares. We shall sometimes denote the coefficient vectors
of these linear functions by the same symbol, so that we have the alter
native notation for the linear function = (Tj, j) where {Y^,y) is the
scalar product of the vector 7^ and the observation vector y. From the.
Markoff's theorem we have an independent estimate of error variance
iSg" say, with n^d.f. which is independent of the parameters p^, .. .,p„.
Then it is obvious,that if the test of the hypothesis „ is based on the
linear functions

(^6n-i+l>~'^1 + •••
whose expectations are respectively, thenit will be quasi-
independent of the rest of the hypotheses.
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Let be ortho-normal vectors forming a basis of
the vector space formed by Then ([/,-, j) is a linear
form, in (F,-, y) (ij = +1, ..., i„) and

E{Ui, = E ajEiYj, y)=^ 2say
}

On the hypothesis H„.

=liJ][(U,,y)- EiU^,y)VXn

(2.2)

has a distribution with k„ d.f. The second kind of error for this
test of H„ shall depend only on the parameters'

The case when the estimates

. . . FfcJ Ft, H ,

belonging to different hypotheses are orthogonal, has been considered
by Ghosh (1955) and later elaborated by Ramachandran (1956).
Ramachandran has further provided tables for the special case of

(2 hypotheses). Nair (1948) has studied the very special case
of kj = k2 =•••= ks = I and provided tables while Ramachandran
has elaborated the use of what he calls studentized in this connection.

For convenience we consider the non-orthogonal case involving
two hypotheses. Ghosh (1955) has shown that in this case there exists
no non-singular transformation by which the linear functions can be
transformed into mutually orthogonal sets.

Let t/i . .. C/fc,; be an orthogonal basis of the
vector space formed by Fi . .. Y„^+jc^ so that Ui ... is a basis of
the vector space formed by the first /ci vectors F^ ... F^, of //j. Let
£((/.,;;) = <f>i where ^i/s are linear functions of .

and let Yi be the normaUzed vector corresponding to F,-, i.e.,
y. = Yil\ Yi \ where 1Fj i is the norm of the vector Fj and = itJ\ F^ |.

For convenience we shall assume that Fj ... F^^ are mutually ortho
gonal as also F,,^+i ... but not between the two sets. This may
involve a transformation of the parameter set of the problem which
leaves the problem essentially invariant.

The relation between {/-vectors and y-vectors is expressed by

fci/F

:Co-(;X) (2.3)
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where a (fcj X k-^ is an orthogonal,matrix, y {k^ X /cg) is non-singular
and j8(fc2 X k^ is non-null, since, vectors and are not .mutually
orthogonal, and the row vectors of (P, y) are of unit length

where

fh/
It is to be noted that an orthogonal transformation of (2.3) leaves the
rank of and orthogonality of a unaltered.

On the basis of (2.3) Ghosh derived 3 different methods of finding
confidence regions for the parameters 77t,-n • .. 'nk^4k^.
Method (a) is essentially the same as that of Scheffe and Roy-bose,
method (b) gives confidence region's for and
separately while method (c) employs a singular transformation of

to arrive at sets of linear functions which are mutually ortho-(a
gonal. We shall develop a modified form of method (b) and a new
method (d) and compare them with the Scheffe's method (a) in respect
of lengths of confidence intervals. It will be shown that the method
(d) invariably gives shorter confidence intervals than method (a).

Method (a).—Along with the joint tesf of significance for Hi and
ffz it also gives the confidence intervals for all linear functions of the
parameters tti ... ttsj ; with a joint confidence co
efficient.

From (2.3) after application of Schwartz's inequality we get
fcl+fcg

n = i, ...,k^ + k,
1

Hence

i'r [| (f'n,y) - I< 8 for all « = 1, ..Ai + k,]
ki+fca

i: m,y)- (2.4)
1

If

A [ i;{([/,,

is fixed at 1 — a, then with confidence coefficient 1 — a we get the set
gf sirnultaneous linear intervals;
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(Yn, y)- (f„, y) + 8„ for all n = I, ..ki + k^.
(2.5)

For the joint test of Hi and we may use

and test against ; when will be found to be equal to

(fci + ki) Fi-a, t,+S„ „e

• If we want to specify also as to which hypothesis out of Hi and H^,
is to be accepted (rejected), we may use two test statistics

. . ~ Zj
1

and

ifcl+ fc2

Sl+l

From (2.3) we shall find that if = 0, ... =>1^+6, = 0,

and

y jY,,}
Li n,S,

y)
,2

kt+ICi

ri(«.s.^)< E iu,,yy
1

fcl+fc2

2] {U,,yy. (2.6)
1

Hence statistics and will provide quasi-independent tests of
hypotheses H^ and H^ respectively and the upper bound of simultaneous
significance level will be provided by the distribution of

Si+Sa

•E iVi,yY\n,s,'^
1

so that the critical limits for and are the same, viz.,

"(S

If Ti(? = 1,2) > A, \ve may conclude that is rejected and yice
versa.

)
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Now consider a linear function of 77's say

ii+fci

1

a function involving parameters from both hypotheses. For finding
a-confidence interval for this note that

Var. {Yiy) = for all i = 1, . .., A:, + Ara

and

Var. {s 'a* {fi, y)) E' a,a, Cov {(/„ y) (Y~,})}

fcl+S2 ' ~ .

= o'[2;a,'+ £ a,a, (Y„ 7,)] say
i5^i=l

where (Fj . Y/) is the scalar product. Then the confidence interval for
k^+k, _
2J a(7r(

1 '

is given by . ^

. Sa,if„y)- 8 "s'Xn, f:,, y) + 8 (2.7)
/ • 1

If we confine only to contrasts either in ..., or ...,
alone, the expression simplifies considerably giving the.confidence

• ki • •

interval fox S U^i say, as
1

2l,{Y,y) - 8 if + 8VW' (2.8)
1

Method (ft).—Applying Schwartz's inequality to the first half of
relation (2.3) we get the confidence region and confidence intervals
from

S (2-9)
• , 1 •

*The result given by Ghosh (1955) is true only for the particular case (2.8)
and does not work for the general situation as implied in that paper. It may be noted
that much of the supposed simplicity of method (a) is taken away by this correction,
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From the second half of relation (2.3) after applying Schwartz's
inequality we get:

'•a ^ ki+ks

2/ [(n.+i.j) - E [U,,y) - t (2.10)

Now we must find constants Q and such that the probability:

Pr {(t/„, .V) - Q, r {(£/,,;.) - < C, = 1 - a.
1 1

(2.11)

Instead of solving this integral Ghosh had suggested the use of
the joint distribution of

Tix JC1+S2

2: [iu„ y) - and [(£/„, J) - <l>„r
1 ii+l

in evaluating Q and C2. But this gives only an upper bound of the
simultaneous level of significance. Another approximation consists
in using an inequality due to Kimball (1951) which is very simple for
computations for Cj and Co will then involve only Ihe consultation of
J-tables.

Section 3. Relative Merits

The comparison between difi'erent methods may be made either
in terms of the volume of confidence regions of 17's or in terms of
lengths of confidence intervals for any standard function of tt's. But,
in fact, we need a comparison in parts, for Group I parameters alone
and for Group II parameters alone but not both together; therefore
the overall volume in (k^ + ki) dimensions will not be suitable. It
can be further seen by the known fact that area of a circle is smaller
than that of a square of ai side equal to the diameter.

We shall first consider the exact evaluation of (2.11). Putting

2 [{U„ y) -
Gi =

t Ghosh (1955) had actually given an inequality more conservative than (2.9)
by starting from and normalizing the individual components. As is clear,
th3t transformation is totally unnecessary. In fact that inequality for second group
of parameters is so conservative that method (6) would always be far inferior
to method (a) specially for the contrasts of second group of paiameters ard the cor
responding test of hypothesis.
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and

S2

we have

P, [Gi< Ci, + C,] = 1 - a.

The joint distribution of Gi and Gg is.

C ki; ne) (1 + Gj + Gg) (W"e)/2

SO that transforming to Z] ==.Gi and Zg= Gj + Ga and assuming limits
(0, Ai) and (0, Ag) for the Z's we get . ,

• = (3.1)
0 Zi

Now, the lengths of confidence intervals for linear functions in
TTj^, .. .,Tr^ or ;..,would be proportional to -v/^i . and
VAa respectively. If the distinction between the first group of para
meters and second is just arbitrary we can put Aj = Ag,. otherwise the
ratio Aj/Ag may be fixed at kilki + k^ or any other convenient quantity
depending on the relative importance of the two groups or a priori
knowledge.

If fci and A2 both are even integers (3.1) can be simplified by
expanding (Zg — etc., and we shall get a few incomplete
jB-integrals, so that A^ and Ag can be easily evaluated by using Pearson's
Tables. But if Aj = A2 = A the method reduces to (a) and Abecomes
simply ' -

fci + ki
Pl-a, ki+k,. ne —Say.

The advantage of this method (b) thus lies only in using two
inequalities (for the two groups of parameters) instead of one.
In general A^ < A„ and Ag > A^. _

For comparing with method (a) we note' that (2.5) gives the half
length of the confidence intervals for a normalized linear function of
TT], .. or iTsj+i, .. •,'̂ tci+k^ as Sj, where

80^ = (kt + kz) Fi-a, • .

Ii^ (b), taking a normalized linear function of itj, .. say, we get
^he half-length as 'so that Aj/A, (or Aa/A^) jives the ratio pf
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(length)^ and is tabulated below. For n^ = oo also, we are giving same
values but here A's are replaced by n^X's.

Table I.

Values of and XJX. a = -05

Con

stants

h .. 2 2 2 2 4 4 2 2 4 4

h .. 2 2 4 4 2 2 2 4 4 2

2 12 4 12 12 8 00 00 00 00

X(i . • •38-6 1-081 9-21 1-500 1-90 2-68 9-49 12-59 15-51 12-59

..
24-0 0-713 3-8L 0-697 1-16 2-11 6-25 6-19 9-93 9-87

.. 48-0 1-426 10-43 2-091 2-30 3-17 12-50 18-57 19-S7 14-81

^lAo 1 0-62 0-66 . 0-41 0-46 0-61 0-79 0-66 0-49 0-64 •0*78

\2j\J 1-24 1-32 1-24 1-38 1-21 1-18 1-32 1-47 1-28 1-17

It is clear from this that in many cases of practical interest Xj and Ag
put together will give better results than method (a). There is a ten
dency that for smaller d.f.'s the advantage in using {b) may be con
siderable, specially when /cj > ki. Even for the case of ki =
the method is generally better.

For n, = oo, the gain in using {b) shown above is the lower bound
of the gain obtained. Actually the gain is more or less stabilized as
Hg increases from 12 and so this value can be used as a lower bound.
The computations for = oo run on similar lines though they are a
little simpler, being based on. Incomplete y-functions.

Section 4. Method {d)

We had the relation

= i3 C/, + y C/„

vshich yielded

- fci+4a
I 2; {{U,, y) - for all./ = 1, . •5ki-

(4.1)
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This inequality is conservative for we are not using the fact that rank
ki. In fact if ki > k^, rank /cz and so it is possible to get

a better inequality.

Supposing then, fci > k^ we have

+ Yl, *2

yki+h, = hu 1 +... + Si + y»„ 1 Uk^+i +...

+ ysj, k, u

The k^ vectors

H n = . .,k^
I

form a vector space whose rank k^. We transform i/i, ..to
another ortho-normal system U^, ..Uki \ V'u^ such that
the first ki vectors form a basis of the vector space of

1

This assumes that all rows of p are linearly independent and we can
in general use ' /•' as the number of vectors in the basis enumerated
as Ui, U,'. As can be expressed as linear functions of C/"i', ..
U/, equations (4.2) may, be rewritten as:

1

£ Pi. jU/ + S Yi,^U,'ky+i

E h:.sv; + S yk,.^U^,+,.
1 ?

. (4.2)

(4.3)
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Since all U^, U\-, are mutually orthogonal,
each of unit length, the restrictions on j8"s and y's are:

S + S rt/ ~ 1 for all i=l,
>•=1 i=i

Applying Schwartz's inequality on relations (4.3) we get;

Ii^ic^+n^y) ~ ^ ,y) — +S [{Vu^+j,y) —<i)k^+jY
for all n = 1, . .., (4.4)

where = E {{Ui,y)} = a linear function of . .., For
the first ki parameters, the inequality is the same as in method \b), i.e.,

I(Y„ y) - 1^ < 27 [{Ui, y) - = Z KU/, y) - <^/]^

n=l,...,ki (4.5)

since sum of squares is in-variant under orthogonal transformation.

The optimum procedure in this case would depend upon the
rank of however by putting r = Atj we get an upper bound of level a.

Let

2 [{Ui\y) - 4>iT= S au/,y) -
1 fts+l

and

hi+k2

2 m,y)-
i=ki+l

then we shall use the joint distribution of

y 2 y '2 y 2

here etc., are all independent ^^-distributed variables.

We need two constants and Aj such that

P, [Gi + Ga < Ai, (7i + Gg < Ag] = 1 —a. (4.6)

The lengths of 100 (1 —a)% confidence intervals for any normalized
linear function of -Jti, .. ., or -rrjc^+i, ..., are respectively pro
portional to and -v/^2- Since the distinction between first group'
of parameters and second group may be arbitrary, we put A^ = Aj = A^
which simplifies both the computations and the comparison with
piethod (a)..

1
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The joint distribution of CJi, G2, G3 is: '

C(k^, Ai - k^, ki, «J Q-qr^- + Gg +

Transforming to Zi = Gi, Z2 Gi + and Z^= Gi + G3, we get
from (4.6);

\ X X

C{k^, /ci —/ca, ^2; "e) J* I* J* (Z2-Z,)<V».-^'/=' (Z3 - Zi)'.^-2>'̂
(1 + Z2 + Z3 - Zi)'»i+^+"»'/'̂ •

0 »1 01 -

X i/Za t/Za ^/Zi = 1 - a for Za^ Z^, Zg^ Z^ always. (4.7)

In general, the integral I (A, k^ on the left-hand side of (4.7) can be
evaluated by successive iteration and quadrature methods; but
for and k^ as even integers, the integrand can be expanded in powers
of Z2, Z3 and Zi and each term can be further reduced on integration
by parts to a double integral which, on integration by parts again'; gives
a few Incomplete j8-functions. The computations are lengthy but for
small values of k^, ko which are most useful in practice, they can be
easily done.

It should be noted that this method is some improvement over the
methods (a) and (b) only when k^ > k^. .When ki = this method
fails and one has to fall back on {a) ar {b) unless something be knovin
about the reduced rank of j8. We give below a lemma to show that
the value of Asatisfying (4.6) decreases with decrease in the rank of
and attains the minimum value for ^ = 0.

•• I

Lemma.—Let Xl^ and xs^ be 3 independently distributed
variables with respective, d.f.'s r, Vi —r and v^, then if r is allowed
to vary, the probability of the event < A, X^^ -)_ < A]
increases as ' r'' decreases.

Proof.—Since any can be expressed as a sum of squares of
' «' standard normal variates, the event [X^^ -|- < A, Xs^cA]
can be written as:

/

• r • Oi • ^ ©1+1)2

+ S xi' < A, i; + 2" < A
r+1

which implies the event:

£ E Xi^

tJi+1

O1+O2

S <\
0|+1

if j < ;.
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The smallest value of r being zero, the maximum probability will
hold for the event

S Xi^ <K t Xi^ < A.
- 1 , Vl+1

Hence the result.

Dividingeach by a non-zero prositivequantity, say Se^ the result
still holds and if has a probability distribution the result will hold
for and on integrating the probabilities with
respect to over its whole range.

No«, since

^[(U/,y)-h'V

say.

and

S m',y)-<!>/]'
r+l

41+1

• V 2
— -^(r)

(fti-r)

have the required distributions, \^e have

Pr ^ < A, A]

< Pr < A,- 4 ^ •

and on dividing by andintegrating over we get the same in
equality. Then, corresponding to equation (4.6) we may say that

A [Gi'+ G.,' < A, G/4 Gg < A] •

increases as 'r' decreases; where dashes denote that the exact rank
' /•' is used instead of k.^.

Table 11 gives comparative values of A needed in method
(d) when r is assumed to be as well as when it is minimum, i.e., 0.

'In any practical situation the actual value lies between these 2 bounds.
The ' A' for orthogonal case (/• = 0) has again been chosen to be the
same for both groups of parameters for ease in computations and com
parison, though there are reasons that it should better correspond in.
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Table II

Showing upper, and lower boymds of as compared with A„

207

Constants

h

•

n,

Xorth.

4 4 4

2 2 2

4 8 12

6

2

8

6

2

.12

6

'4

8

6

4

12

6

4

20

8 /2

4 • ,2.

16 2

2 4

i2. . 4

12 i2

9-24 2-69 1-50 5-53 3*44 1'90 4*19 2*30 1-17 1*81 38r5 1*087

7-77 2-26 i-.28 4-53 2-83 1-57 3-59 1-97 1-02 1-44 j^^-O
7-00 2-06 1-15 5-40 2-75 1-32 2-98 1-62 0-83 1-32 28-8 0-837 1-36

• l-eo' 1-50 1'65
0-80 6-73 0-83
1-33 1*30 1-40

1'90

Aa/Xopth.

1-19 i-19 1-17 1-22 1-22 1-21 1-17 1-15 1-15 1-26

1-32 1-Sl 1-30 1-26 1-25 1-24 1-41 1-42 1-42 1-38

some way to the d.f.'s of Gj and G^. These computations are based on
the integral , ,

/•' /»• /J (lt,-2)/2 ' (Z (6,-2)/2C{ki,k2-, "^e) J y (i.-f 01+62)'®!+''"+"°"^ dOidGi —l a ^
(4.8)

which simplifies to a few Incomplete JS-integrals., In the special case
kx —ki when method (d) fails we are also giving 2 values of Afrom
Table I along with the single A-value from (4.8) for each ky ^k^- k.

Asin table I we have taken 'Aii and k^ both as even integers. The
values for odd fci or k^ can be obtained by simple interpolation from
Table II.*

There are some important points to note from the above observa
tions. Firstly the advantage in:using method {d) is nearly always small,
coming to approximately 10% decrease in the .lengths of confidence
intervals. Secondly for rank j8 = 0, i.e., orthogonal, theadvantage in
using method (£?), as compared to (a) is considerable and is nearly un
affected by changes in errord.f.'s. Thus we, can specify the approxi
mate gain likely to accrue by using method {d). .This is so even for

= ita when method (rf) coincides with (A).

*IfAais even butnotfcg, theintegrals (4.7) and (4.8) can still beexactlyevaluated
by first integrating out G3 in (4.7),and Gj''' in (4,8) and then'?olving the resulting
dpuble or single integral,
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If n, is large, say > 30 large sample approximation may be used
for computing Xg and this will be based on incomplete y-integrals of
Pearson. Finney (1941) has given some results in this connection for
the case of orthogonal hypotheses.

If one is not willing to interpolate between pairs (kikz) upper
and lower'-bounds can still be obtained. If is odd but k^ even, these
are given by A(A:i+l,fc2) and X(kj — l,k2) respectively. Further,
another upper bound can be computed from the consideration that

A {^uk,) + < A]

^ Pr [Gj(Sj) + ^2(?Ci-Sa) < + ^2(6,3) < Aj

~ Pf < A, (j.5(2S3) < A]

where etc., in brackets ( ) shows d.f., denotes that it is inde
pendent of Gi though identically distributed.

Tests of hypotheses, etc.—From (4.4) and (4.5) we get

,1 y) - < (Gi + G,) « = 1, ..., k,

and

I (Gj + G3) • i = I, k^

As before by considering a linear function of tt's and maximizing
over the linear coefficients, we get the two confidence regions:

(TTi, ..., TT,,) : S [(Fn,y) - = (Gi + G^ < Q
1

1-2

2;"
3

For testing Hi and we get the same two test statistics, viz.,

(•"•ri+u •••' •S [(f Si+i> y) — ^ (Gi + G3) ti^S/ < C2

and

^ 27 iY,„yy
— 1

n,SJ^

^ _ if iK+i^yY
^2 — 1

(4.9)

n,S,^ .

and the common critical limit is A„ of Table II, etc. The tests are
obviously quasi-independent and the simultaneous level of significance
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of the simultaneous test i.e. [T^ > A, > A] is bounded above by
' a ' though it will be nearer to a than in method {a) or {b). Table III
ofappendix gives a number ofrepresentative values for the upper bound
of A^ for a = -05.

For more than twohypotheses the method can be easily generalised
by the same approach. When = k2 = . •• = k, = vit get a
special case ofthis which may be useful iii experiments where the inain
interest is in many single d.f. contrasts as for example factorial experi
ments.

As can be easily seen this method does not require any more com
putations than in method {d). The essential thing is to obtain the
mutually orthogonal vectors Y'x, ..., ••-, Thiscan
be done by Gram-Schmidt method and it will be found that the neces
sary scalar products can be obtained by writing the normal equations
of 2-way classification with unequal number of observations, etc. An
example is given below illustrating the type of practical situations where
these methods may be useful.

Section 5. Example ' 'i

The 8 treatments below refer to an experiment conducted at
Rice Research Station, Tirur, in Randomized Block Design. The idpa
was to study the effect of direct appUcation of phosphatic manure to
paddy or through green manure—crop preceding the- paddy crop.;
The treatments were: -

(A) No manure. ' . . \

(B) 451b./acre of P2O5 applied at the time of transplantation.

(C) Sunhemp grown without PaOg but 45 lb./acre of P2O5....'
transplantation. ' ''

(D) Sunhemp grown with 45 lb./acre ofj PjOj. ' , .
(E) Dhaincha grown without P2O5 but 45Ib./acre of P20g...

transplantion.

(F) Dhaincha grown with 45Ub./acre of PaOg.

(G) Sasbania grown without P2O5 but 45 lb,/acre of P2O5..
transplantation.

(H) Sasbama grown with 45 Ib./acre of P2O5.

There are obviously two natural groupings: one of A and B with
direct application of PjOj; the other of C H where phosphate is

• i4r
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given through green manure. The experimenter's interest is confined
to comparisons within each group (1 and 5 d.f.'s respectively) and one
between the average of the two groups. Thus we have 3 groups of new
parameters:

(^) ~ 'bJ
(2) 5 contrasts between C .. H; and

(3) 1 contrast of group comparisons: 3 + tg) —(tc + ...
+ 'h), where .. .,1^ represent the effects of treatments A H
and carry a restriction U = 0.

This is a case of 3 orthogonal hypotheses with respectiAe d.f.'s
as ki = 5, =-1, /cg = 1. The analysis of variance model is

>(r) — ^ +^r + °-i{t^ — h) + 2 a.-
t = 2

(5 orthogonal contrasts in tc, • • -, to)

+ "-7 [i (.^A + 'b) 6 ('c + ••• + tjj)] + e

e being the error term, independently normally distributed, /i being the
general effect and a^, ..., known constants taking suitable values
according as a particular observation y comes from one treatment or
another. The 5 orthogonal contrasts may be formed by the help of
orthogonal polynomials though it would be more relevant to take them
as tc — t^ — tp, Iq — tjf, tc tj^ — tQ — tfj and tc tj^ — 2t^ —2tp

+ + 'h-

Method (a) would have us using a F-test on 7 d.f. for testing the
homogeneity of the 8 treatments and can provide us confidence intervals
for any other contrast in t^, ...,/« apart from those considered above.
But method (b) would give us substantially low lengths for the
contrasts (1) and (3) considered above which are more important for the
experimenter. This would, of course, increase the length of con
fidence intervals for the parameters in group (2). In this case, however,
the groups are orthogonal and jS = 0 and thus method (d) will be
very effective and will give smaller confidence intervals for all
three groups, than method (a). Thus combining the groups
(1) and (3) we get two groups [(1), (3)] and (2), with 2 and 5
parameters respectively, from the last row of Table II, the square of
the lengths of confidence intervals by method (d) will be about 20%
smaller than by method (a). To use the method (d) one has to find Aj from
Table HI (for d-f 5, 2 and values of tic given there), whereas in method
(a) one uses the F-table with d-f 1 and
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APPENDIX

Table III

Showing values of and (in brackets) a = *05

Pairs^X
{h, h)

4 6 8 10 12 30

(3, 2) 6-93 3-25 2-06 1-485 1-156 0-378

(27-72) (19-50) (16-48) (14-85) (13-87) (11-34)

(4, 2) 7-77 3-60 2-26 1-630 1-275 0-411

, (31-08) . (21-60) (18 08) (16-30) (15-30) (12-33)

(5, 2)' 8-85 4-03 , 2-53 1-816 1-411 0-442

(35-40) (24-18) (20-24) (18-16) (16-93) (13-26)

(6, 2) 9-87 4-53 2-83 2-040 1-574 0-498

(39-48) (27-18). (22-64) (20-40) • (18-84) (14-94)

(7. 2) 11-1 5-11 3-16 2-268 1-737 0-571

(44-4) (30-66) (25-28) (22-68) (20-84) (17-13)

(8, 2) 12-4 5-66 3-50 2-501 1-929 0-611

(49-6) (33-96) (28-00) (25-01) (23-15) (18-33)

(5, 4) 12-3 5-'62 3-49 2-489 1-924 0-616

(49-2) , (33-72) (27-92) (24-89) (23-09) (18-48)

(6, 4) 12-9 5-82 3-59 2-561 1-975 0-625

(51-6) (34-92) (28-72) (25-61) (23-70) (18-75)

(7, 41 13-7 6-08 3-75 2-666 2-066 0-646

(54-8) (36-48) (30*00) (26-66) (24-79) (19-38)

(8, 4) 14-1 6-33 3-94 2-804 2-160 0-674

(56'4) (37-98) . (31-5i2) (28-04) (25-92) (20-22).

(8, 6) J7-8 8-14 5-01 3-541 2-705 0-844

(71-2) (48-84) (40-08) (35-41) (32-46) (25-32)

JV.5,—-For interpolating between two Wo-values for any pair it is piefer-
{Vble to use rather than Walucs,


